While the ordinary differential equations corresponding to vector fields, the contingent equations correspond to set-valued fields approximately known up to a given accuracy.
Introduction
While the ordinary differential equations corresponding to vector fields, the contingent equations correspond to set-valued fields approximately known up to a given accuracy.
Hence in this case we have to deal with the more general theory of differential inequalities.
On the other hand this problems arise in the control theory. That is, assume that there are given the following relations, where / is a mapping of [t 0 By using a suitable implicit function theorem, the converse problem can be considered. Hence, first we consider the contingent equations and investigate some fundamental theorems similar to those of the differential equations and finally we apply these theorems to the control problems.
Our approach in this paper is mainly due to that of T. Wazewski's papers [5] , [6] .
The author wishes here to express his thanks to Professor Masuo Hukuhara for his warm encouragement. This paper is deeply indebted to his papers [1] , [2] for the set-valued function theorems.
Notations and definitions
The notations used in this paper are the followings. Let X be a metric space. The distance between two points #, y^X is denoted by dist(#, y). The distance between a point x^X and a set AdX is defined by dist (x,A)= inf {dist (x, jO ; y e A} .
The distance between A and B^X is defined by dist C4, B~)= inf {dist This Hausdorff distance makes Comp(X) into a metric space. For a set A in Jf we denote by bdry^4 the boundary of A.
We denote by R m an M-dimensional Euclidean space with the usual scalar product x-y for every x and y and the induced norm x\,
x-x, |#|^Q) and by / the compact interval [£", 4 -t-0] in J? 1 . for all £e V. When F(£) is upper (resp. lower) semi-continuous at every point of T, F(f) is said to be upper (resp. lower} semi-continuous on T. A function F(f) is said to be continuos at t 0 (resp. on T) when F(£) is upper and lower semi-continuous at t 0 (resp. on T). Definition 2. If a function -F(0 eComp(Jf) defined on a measurable space -E is such that, for every CeComp(^T), the set {t^E; F(t}dC} is measurable, then F is said to be measurable on E.
Definition 3. For a sequence of subsets (in
It is known [1] [2] . In this case we say that F is integrable. By mesbleCE) we denote the sets of all functions measurable on E. The abbreviation a.e.t^E means almost every t in E.
We consider -the function N(t, %} defined on / X R* and in Comp(J?") for each fixed (X #) such that N(t, x) carries every bounded set in IxR" into a bounded set in R*.
On the function N(t, x') which satisfies the above conditions, the following additional conditions will be imposed as needed.
Hypothesis U(iY). N(t, x) is measurble in t for each fixed
n and upper semi-continuous in x for each fixed t^L Hypothesis H^N), N(f, #) is measurable in t for each fixed H and continuous in x for each fixed t^L
Hypothesis ff 2 (-ZV)« N(t,x} is upper semi-continuous in (_t,x').

Hypothesis H 3 (N^0 N(t, x) is continuous in (t,x).
e Propositions
In [3] , [4] we have proved the following propositions which will be used in the following. By abs. cont(/) and cont(/) we denote the sets of all functions absolutely continuous and continuous on each compact set contained in the interval /, respectively.
We introduce two (equivalent) definitions of a trajectory of an orientor field F(t, *) . 
Definition 4 e (of Marchaud
)
dx(f)/dte:F(t,x(f)')
for almost every Je/. 
Theorem 0. Suppose that F(t, ^)eConv(^M) satisfies H(F). Tte^ Definition 4 and 5 are equivalent.
By S(A,r,F, T) we denote the set Z(A,T, F)H {t=T} . When
T is equal to t», we write briefly T(A,F), Z(-4, F) and SCA,F, T) for T(^,r,F), Z(^,r, F) and S(^,r,F, T) respectively.
Some fundamental theorems of contingent equations
In this chapter we consider only the function F(t, %} defined on IxR" and in Conv(J? B ) for each fixed (t, x} such that for everỹ ) there holds and F(t,x) carries every bounded set in IxR n into a bounded set in R\ 1°. In this section we consider the case when F satisfies Hypothesis H(F).
In [4] we have proved the following theorems.
Theorem 1. Suppose that F satisfies Hypothesis H(F). Then for every x^R n there exists a trajectory (on /) in T(x 0 ,F).
Theorem 2. Suppose that F satisfies Hypothesis H(F). Then for every A^Comp(R"^), T(A, F) is compact in the topology of the uniformly convergence.
Further we can prove the following theorems.
Theorem 3. Let A be in Comp(^). Then the section S(A, F, r)
is in Comp(j??
hence .e.
Hence the section S(A,F,T) is a bounded set for each
In order to show that each section is closed we assume that
there is some trajectory ^(0 of F through x k (t^)^A and x k (r)=x k .
By Theorem 2 we can assume that {^(0) converges uniformly Furthermore, since / is a compact set, {t k } can also be assumed to converge to some fe/. Since x(t^)^A can be verified, x( holds for every t on /.
By Theorem 3 holds for sufficiently large A, and hence Since {#*GO} is a normal family, {x k (t k }} converges to Consequently dist (#(£)* S*,-C4))^e/2 holds, which contradicts the fact that holds for every t on /.
Next we define the set J9= This set is not empty by hypothesis. Since / is compact, we can select a sequence {t,} (k = l,2, •••) from this set such that {t k } converges to f-the greatest lower bound for this set. Let x k (£)^T(A,F^) be a trajectory corresponding to t k .
From the compactness of T(A, F) we can assume that {#*(£)} converges uniformly to Hc(t^^T(A y F~).
Making use of the equi-continuity of T(A, F) and the upper semi-continuity of K(f), we conclude that there exists <5>0 such that is contained in Z(A, F) . By the continuity of K(f) we conclude that {(#, -fiT(O); t^I} contains a point of U.
Hence there exists t^I (^i<O such that for some Xi(f)^T(A, F), which contradicts the definition of t.
2°. In this section we consider the case when F satisfies Hypothesis H.CF). F) and OCk, #0-If C'(* 2 , ^Ck)) doesn't belong to bdryZ(A F) for some trajectory ^(OeT( A F), £)' is an interior point of Z(yl, F). We take an exterior point d sufficiently near Q. Let QQi be the segment which connects Q and Qi. The cross section S(QQi, £1, F, £ 2 ) of ti, F) by the hyperplane £ = £ 2 is a continuum by Theorem 7.
Theorem 7. Let A^Comp(R n^ be a connected set. Then the section S(A, F, r)eComp (jR") is a connected set for each
Proof. Suppose that S(A, F,T) is not connected for some and then S(
Therefore there is a trajectory which connects of S(A, F, £ 2 ) and Since Q is a boundary point of Z(^4, F), for every positive integer & we can find an exterior point S k (ti, y&) such that y^ U(%i, l/k). In this way we can find a trajectory <?(£) such that (a kj ^(^)) (* = 1,2, -, JV-1) all belong to bdryZ(^4, F). 3°. In this section we consider the case when F satisfies Hypothesis H 2 (F).
As stated above, we can find a trajectory <p k (f)^T(A, F}
Let F(t, ^)eConv(J? w ) satisfy H 2 (F). Here we denote by H 2 (/7>0). By taking a sufficiently large C, we can assume that H>1. We define 
00
On the other hand, by Theorem 9 S(A, F, r) = nS(^4, F t , r), whicĥ =1 shows that 5(^4, F, r) is a continuum. S(F,Q) . We have an orientor field R(t, x) defined on IxR*, which we will call the orientor field associated to the control system By passing from a control system S(F, Q) (depending on the control u) to the associated orientor field R(t, #) (independent of u), a trajectory of S(F, Q) can be considered to be a trajectory of R(t, x) .
3) R(t, x} =F(t, x, Q(t, ^)) is in
The inverse problem consists of the following. Suppose that we know a trajectory x = x(f) of an orientor field R(t 9 x) associated with a control system 5(F, Q). We would like to find the corresponding control function u(f). To do this we have to find a measurable function u(f) satisfying conditions:
a.e.
Proposition 2 answers to this problem.
We shall consider the control problem for the contingent equation. Let ^eCompC-R"), and 7T(OeComp(J?") be defined and upper semi-continuous on /. C(t, x) is a real function defined on Jx T(A, F) and is continuous in (£,#). We say that a control u(f), defined for tv<Lt<3, t^I, transfers A to K(f) if one of the trajectories x(f) corresponding to u(f) satisfies the relations x(to)^A and x(f)^K(f). We restrict ourselves to the problem of finding a control function u(f) which transfers A to K(f) and which minimizes the cost functional where x is one of the solution corresponding to u(f) and t represents a value of t such that where x*(f) is a limit function of a subsequence of {#*(£)}• Also since / is a compact interval, we can select a further subsequence (without changing the notation) such that {t k } converges to some t* in L Further making use of the equi-continuity of {#*(£)} an d the upper semi-continuity of K(f), we conclude that x*(t^)<E:A and #*(£*)e ./£(£*). Also by the continuity of C(t, x), {C(t k , x k )} approaches C(t* 9 ^*) as k-+°°, and hence inf C(t, x) =C(t* 9 x*).
By Proposition 2 we can select a measurable function u*(f) such that dx*(f)/dt^F(t,x*(f),u*(f)) a.e. fe/, and «*(O^G(^,^*(0) on /.
Hence u*(f) is an optimal control.
